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U CF Basketball player 
gets academic suspension 
D UCF Running 
Knights top scorer 
won't be eligable to 
play until Dec. 17 . 
by JASON SWANCEY 
Sports editor 
Senior forward Ochiel 
Swaby will miss the first five 
games of the 1994-95 basketball 
season due to academic suspen-
sion, UCF Golden Knights coach 
Kirk Speraw announced last week. 
a tough first five opponents. UCF 
squares off against Rollins Col-
lege in the season opener, but then 
the schedule gets progressively 
more difficult. Eastern Kentucky, 
Georgia, South Florida, and 
Winthrop are the Knights next four 
formidable foes. The Georgia 
game is going to be a difficult test 
for the Knights especially without 
their leading scorer. 
"Hopefu11y the coaches look 
at it as a positive to get some of the 
other players some quality game 
situation playing time. By the end 
of the season, as far as a depth 
perception aspect it just may end 
up helping the team," said UCF 
Athletic Director Steve Sloan. 
Swaby was UCF's leading 
scorer last season, averaging 18.3 
points per game. Final exams end 
on Dec. 16, which means, under 
NCAA rules, Swaby will be 
eligable for reinstatement Dec. 17 . 
Swaby missed the first ~emester 
last year as well as a tran'sfer stu-
dent from the University of Mi-
Swaby wil1, however ,be eli-
gible for the two big non-confer-
ence games versus Alabama and 
the University of Las Vegas. 
Harley Myler (left) from UCF's electrical engineering department, and Wissam Rabadi, a 
graduate electrical engineering student, were among the delegates from UCF. 
ami. 
" Hopefully he can rectify 
this academic problem through-
out the course of the fall semes-
ter," said UCF basketball coach 
Kirk ?peraw. 
This situation is one that 
has been building up, and comes_ 
as no shock to anyone. UCF offi-
cials said they decided to release 
the information now to let every-
one at the university know what 
was going on. 
UCF engineering professors return 
from ASTA conference in Jordan · 
His 18 points a game will be 
missed as the Golden Knights face 
"Our athletic department has 
See BASKETBALL, page 3 
by OMAR DAJANI 
Staff writer 
A delegation of seven UCF 
engineers recently returned from 
Rffm~~ a one-week visit to Jordan where 
they participated in an interna-
tional science and technology con-
ference. The Network of Arab 
Scientists and Technologists 
Abroad's annual conference fea-
tured technical workshops, panel 
discussions and visits to local uni-
versities. 
The workshops not only 
gave the UCF participants a chance 
to broaden their engineering 
knowledge, but give UCF's engi-
neering department internati<,mal 
exposure. 
The gathering took place 
during the historic signing of. a 
peace accord between Jordan and 
Israel. That accord ended decades 
of hostility and opened the doors 
for an easier flow of people and 
information to and from the re-
gion. 
"It was . a successful and 
well-attended conference," said 
Essam Radwan, a professor and 
chairman of the department of civil 
and environmental engineering. 
"It included sessions that talked 
about technological innovations, 
economic and environmental 
problems, especially water man-
agement rationing and desalina-
tion projects, since the demand 
for Water [in the region] will be 
~~~;Jill~2~t]~~l!~:_ __ _j.. higher than the supply in the next = 10 years." An indigenous woman from Chichicastenango, Guatemala, enjoying 
lunch with her daughter. For the complete story see page 8. 
Inside 
The conference covered ar-
ct>inion 
eas of computers and communica-
tions, power sy~tems and power 
electronics, renewable-energy and 
energy sources, lasers and its ap-
plications, in addition to other 
medical and biological fields . 
Additionally, the UCF engi-
neering department's numerous 
projects were presented and plans 
were made for future regional ex-
perimentation and implementa-
tion. 
"UCF and other US institu-
tions will play an important role in 
addressing the economic and so-
cial. development in the area 
through scientific and technologi-
cal means," said Issa Batarseh, 
assistant professor of engineering · 
and organizing committee mem-
ber of AST A. "This was indicated 
by participation from the highest 
levels of the Jordanian govern-
ment; the Crown Prince of Jordan 
and most ministers attended and 
spoke at the conference." 
ASTA is a non-profit educa-
tional and scientific organization 
created in 1990 to harness the ex-
pertise of engineers and scientists 
of Arab origin. Headquartered at 
the University of Illinois in 
Urbana-Champaign, its main goals 
include promoting research and 
development in the Arab world 
and encouraging exchange of in-
formation with universities and 
technical schools in North 
America, Western Europe and Ja-
pan. 
· The conference also brought 
dozens of engineers and scientists · 
from Canada, Switzerland, Ger-
News 
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College dining takes on a new feel... pg F2 Axis Sports Does the new anti-crime bill really protect us? ... Pg.6 
many, Egypt and Syria. Among 
the sponsors were the National 
Science Foundation.University of 
Illinois and the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cul-
tural Organization·. 
The field trip included vis-
its to Bethlehem, Beir Zeit and Al 
Najah Universities in the West 
Bank, as well as the Islamic Uni-
versi~y in Gaza. "They were thirsty 
to know anything about our pro-
gram at UCF," sa~d Faissal 
Moslehy, a professor of engineer-
ing. "We've already received sev-
eral faxes from both staff and stu-
dents inquiring further about what 
we have to offer." 
Several UCF faculty mem-
bers gave inputintoJordan's "Na-
tional Document on Science and 
Technology," a government pro-
gram designed to set guidelines 
and goals for the next decade. 
Harley Myler, an associate pro-
fessor of electrical and computer 
engineering, was prominent in 
advising about methods of attract-
ing foreign investment. "They 
seemed to be cutoff from the glo-
bal academic community so I 
strongly emphasized that they 
hook up to the Internet." 
Internet is a world-wide 
computer network connecting 
numerious colleges, businesses, 
and individuals. 
Myler said he thoroughly 
enjoyed his first visit to Jordan. "I 
really appreciate the desert; many 
people think of a desert as a baron 
see JORDAN, page 3 
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GRAND OPENING 
FREE 
Vision 
Screening 
•Adjustments 
* 
•Minor Repairs . 
FOREVE EYES OPTICAL 
"The Place For Eyes" 
$39 $65 $49 
COMPREHENSIVE COMPREHENSIVE COMPLETE 
EYE EXAM EYE EXAM SINGLE VISION 
and EYEGLASSES 
Cataract Exam CONTACT LENS 
Glaucoma Test EXAM Includes: 
Softmate B Cataract Exam Plastic lenses up to (Daily Wear) Glaucoma Test +/-400. Choose from 
Fitting and Follow Up our special selection 
Back to school soecials! ! 
Student & Faculty Discodnts w/ UCF ID 
$20 off complete eyeglasses** _ 
Great Contact Lens priCes!! 
Softmate B (Daily Wear) - $29.00/pair 
Cibasoft colors (Enhancing colors) - $59.00/pair 
, Acuvue/Surevu·e (Disposable)-
3 month supply - $40.00 359-0937· 
89 Alafaya Woods Blvd., Oviedo, Fl. 32765 *A vision screening is limited and will not detect all eye problems. A screening is not a substitute for a complete 
eye exam. Yearly exams are recommended. A vision 
screening will not result in a prescrition for glasses or 
contact lenses." 
Dr. Charles C. Hankins • Dr. Warren S. Schmitt ~t:~t:: 
Medicaid, Medicare Accepted - By Doctors of Optometry ~~:::·· 
**Excluding Specials. Minimum Purchase of $99.00 
1Wo of the most poP,ular bundles 
on campus tfiis year. · 
Now you can really clean up when you buy a select Macintosh· Performa: For 
a limited time, it comes bundled with a unique new student software set available only 
from Apple. Its all the software you're likely to need in college: You'll get software that 
takes you through every aspect of writing papers, the only personal organizer/calendar 
created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line 
Macintosh Performa 636 41250, Apple' 
Color Plus 14" Display, AppleDestgn· 
Keyboard and mouse. 
Only $1,375.00. 
Afaclntosb Perfom1a 630 81250 with 
CD-ROM, Apple' Col.or Plus 14" Display, 
AppleDesign' Keyboard and mouse. 
~ Only $1,675.00. 
research resources. Plus Claris Works, an intuitive, integrated package with a spreadsheet, 
word processor, database and more. Buy a select Performa with CD-ROM, and you'll 
also get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. And now, with an Apple ,__ 
Computer Loan, you can own a Macintosh for less than a dollar a Apple. 
day: Its the power every student needs. The power to be your best. 1! 
For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building 
Open 8:30am -4:30pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30am -; 4:00 pm 
Or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226 
- . 
qfer e:cpires October 17, 199( ar"ailable only u.·hile sua>fies last. ©1994 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights resen'ed. Apple, tbeApple logo, Afacinlosb, Performa and '7be /XJU'el' lo be your best" an regislmrJ lrademans of A/rJ{e Computer, fnc. J«ieDesign is a trademari of A/rJ[e (.(Jmputer, Inc. CfaroWons is a 
registered frademari of Gari.! Corporation. ·An tslimale based on an Apple Computer loan of 11,549.15 for lbe Performa 636, and I 1,882.59 for /be Ptefonna 636 u.ilb CJJ.ROAI 5)'Slem s/Jov.11 abot>e. Prias and lean amounts are subjed lo change uilbouJ nolia. See )Our AffJ{e Campus Reset/tr or rtpre-
se11/ah1-e forcurren/ $)'$/em prias. A 5.5% loan origination/« uill btadded to the requested loall amount. Tbe interest role is mriable, based 011 /be commerdal paper rate plus 5.35%. For the month of August, 1991, die illlerfsl rate 11:as 10.10%, u.ilb an APR of 11.36%. 8-ymr loa11 term uilb no j!rfpaJ• 
ml!llt penally 1be mo111hlypayml!lll slJou.71assumes110 deferml!ll/ of principal or fnleresl. Slude11/s may defer pri11cipal paymenls up lo 4 years, or until graduation. Deferml!llt uill change )Our mfJnthi)'/'ayml!ll/s. 1be Apple Computer loan is subfe<I lo credit~-
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Swaby out for part of season UCF engineers head east ,--------1 
• I The Future 1s1 students are having fun with the JORDAN, from page 1 money paid for this building,' so I 
games now, painting their faces. they backed off. They spent a lot of } kin ~ I BASKETBALL, from page 1 
always been upfront with every- Wenowfinallyhaveahomecourt wasteland, a Sahara kind of thing, money on that embassy, talk about 00 g 10r I 
one at UCF," said Sloan. advantage," said Speraw. but it has a special mystical quality the Taj Mahal, it's up on this hill of 
Swaby is a senior who is UCF has faced the likes of to it." thisyery exclusive neighborhood in news wn· ters I 
projected to graduate by this May· Glen Robinsonn a.k.a. "The Big His visit was not without some Amman) had to take a picture be- • 1 
His major is currently in a transi- Dog," on the court, and will be incident. "After I took a picture of cause no one would have believed Call 823-
1
1 
tional state, he was majoring in facing one of the perrenial powers the American embassy, the guards me how fancy this building was." 
sociology but is currently unde- of the '80s, UNLV, this fall. had a fit; then I had a fit because I Theeventreceiveddailycov- I 
cided. Speraw said that the suspension said 'Look, it's my right to take a erage on television and radio both in 8054 f 0 r inf 0.1 
Even though the 6-foot-7 of Swaby won't make the pro- pictureofabuildingthatlpaidfor, JordanandmanyArabcountriesin 
senior was an all-conference gram flinch. I'm an American taxpayer and my the Middle East I 
member in addition to being r---------------------------------· L ________ _J 
named the Trans America Ath-
letic Conference newcomer of the 
year, Speraw feels that the team 
can remain afloat. 
"We have a number of ca-
pable players, and we'll be rely-
ing on a number of capable play-
ers throughout the season," said 
Speraw. 
As for the upcoming sea-
son, everyone involved with the 
program feels that it is moving in 
the right direction and has limit-
less potential. Both attendance 
and wins are expected to be up 
this season as the Golden Knights 
attempt to earn a NCAA Tourna-
ment berth once again . 
"We have a stronger fan 
base from the begining ... and the 
Fast 
Easy. ~ 
Quick. 
uture classifieds 
823-8054 
ROJO'S 
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA 
281-ROJO (7656) 
12l)J Um<'l'T>ily /J/vrl. • Orl.111rlu. Florid.132011 
Loc,11c:d 011 the comer of Unh·crJity & A"1r:JyoJ 
At:fll.(~ from UCF 
l/num Mond•y. Thursd.1y 11 •.m. lo 10 p.m. 
Frid.1y. S.tlurciJy 11 .t,m. to l\lidnig/1/; Sund.1y 11:30 µ.m. ra 9 p .m. 
We take pride in our 
N ATURAL IMrORTrn. ITALIAN INGR[Ol[NTS 0 PREStRVATIV[S 0 URO . 
Baked on Premises by Owners; Not a· Corporate Franchise 
I Coupons Arc Good Every Day, All D.1y • Prices include Tax 
r------- - --~ r--- ------~~ r----------~ 
I I I XTRA LARGE PIZZA I I I 
I LARGE PIZZA I I I I 2 XTRA URGE PIZ_ZAS I 
I I I 1 CHEESE CALZONE I I F I 
!I fREE TOPPING I I I I REE TOPPING 1 
I I 1 STROMBOLI I ii FREE PEPSI 2 LITER I FREE PEPSI 2 LITER. I 
: : : FREE PEPSI 2 LITER : : : 
I $9.SQ I I $l5.95 I I $15.95 I I I · I I I I 
:1 I I I I I 
L - -------- - ~ L - --- - -----~ L- ---------~ 
I Newly Renovated! Watch ·sports Events on our New Televisions/ 
FREE Delivery after 5 p.m. • Kid's Birthday Parties • We accept Visa & Mastercard 
W-HEEL IN 
Large Selection of lnline Sk?tes·· 
, 
9ssT CBICIQ:tt IN TOWN! 
THEN 
NOW OPEN, in 11 L)niversity Square"- Corner of 
University and Go_ldenrod .. 671-0669 
Featuring: 
•Roasted Chicken• Gyro,Mousaka •Soups & salads 
• Roasted Potatos •. Spinach pies • Deli Sandwiches 
BEST BUYS FOR A COLLEGE BUDGET: 
THEN ,_, r- THEN -, 
I I I 
$1 .50 OFF I I $2.99 I 
with purchase of a whole I I Special Offer I 
chicken & a side order. I I Choose·1 of our most popular I 
I lentrees,1/4 chicken platterJ 
I I chicken cypriana, Gyro I 
Limit $3.00 per coupon. Not valid w/ I I Limit 2 persons per coupon. I 
any other otters. Not valid w/ any other offers. 
Ex . 9/31/94 Exp. 9/31/94 
___ L...-.__.__ ................. -.... ..... ____ - - - - - - - ~ 
Rollerblades 
Roces 
Ultrawheels 
Rollerderby 
Chicago 
~ .. ·'' ... ..... :-· ... . rltlo .. . .·.. . . .. /' / . .. ~ ... -.,, 
.. .• ::t ....... ' .: 
. . ···' 
We Buy, Trade, Sell, Consign 
Used & New Sporting Goods 
7628 University Blvd 
Goodings Plaza • Winter Park, FL 32792 
( 407) 677-5007 
RENrAL: We rent skates by the day for just $1 o. 
*The $1 O can be a discount on the purchaseof a pair of new skates! 
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School votes to ban sex between students, faculty ATTENTION!! 
by DEBORAH MITCHELL 
College Press Service 
The University of Virginia 
faculty has voted to ban sexual 
relationships between professors 
and their students, ending an emo-
tional debate that divided the 
Charlottesville campus. 
" We're delighted," Ann 
Lane, the university's director of 
women's studies, said after the vote 
was taken. "The vote ended the 
polarization among the faculty. 
Now, we can get back to work." 
The bitter debate over the 
policy, which attracted national 
media attention, began when Lane 
and another professor- members 
of the university' Women's Con-
cerns Committee-drafted a strict 
proposal that forbade all romantic 
or sexual relationships between 
faculty members and undergradu-
ates. 
Supporters of the original 
proposal argued that sexual ad-
vances by professors and other 
Daily and The University Jour-
nal, took opposing positions. 
The compromise proposal, 
which the Faculty Senate approved 
in a 31-4 vote, is similar to sexual 
relations codes at other universi-
ties and seems to satisfy both sides 
of the debate. It prohibits profes-
sors and other faculty members 
from entering into relationships 
with students whose academic 
careers they control. 
If adopted by the university's 
governing board, faculty who vio-
late the code would be subject to 
penalties ranging from reprimands 
to dismissals. 
The feminist students and faculty 
are please d that this debate has 
made sexual harassment a national 
issue again," said Lane. "We feel 
we've won."· 
Schwartz said she could 
have seen no other way for the 
Faculty Senate to vote. "You don't 
want personal relationships to 
muck up education," Schwartz 
said. "But you must be very care-
ful where you draw the line. Most 
relationships are power relation-
ships, they're asymmetrical-
whether he's the tea~her or he's 
taller or stronger or she makes 
more money. If you outlaw rela-
tionships between men and women 
in which one pel}on has an advan-
tage over the other, you're going 
to significantly lower the birth 
rate." 
Lane, however, disagrees 
with Schwartz's argument. "This 
is an educational institution," Lane 
said. "We're trying to create an 
environment in which students can 
learn. This university has an honor 
code that was established by its 
founder, Thomas Jefferson. The 
code says you cannot lie or cheat. 
Now that is certainly a higher 
moral Standard than the political 
or corporate world adheres to. 
"We are helping to mold 
citizens here, on this campus, there 
must be a code of professional 
ethics." 
UCF Students & Faculty 
• 10 mins. west of UCF 
•Barbers on Duty 
•Walk-ins Welcome 
•Weaves, Waves 
• Up-do's, Scrunches 
•Perms, Style Cuts 
•~nd much, much more 
380-9228 
Z<I>B 
-~- ColC'lni;11 Or_ 
Oviedo N 
'--~~~~~~~~~~~-' 
Our Hours are 9-7 Tue.-FriJ 
9-6 SAT J Mon. Appt. Only 
Now accepting VISA and MASTERCARD 
9318 E. Colonial Dr., Suite A-17 (Tower Square) 
faculty members is a form of sexual 1 -liiiiilililiiiiliiiiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiiiiliiiiiliiiiiliiiiiliiiiiliiiiiliiiiiliiiiili-•••••••••••••••••••••-~I 
harassment and the policy was 
needed to protect undergraduates. 
" Our original proposal was 
aimed at the faculty, not the stu-
dents," Lane said. "We didn't in-
tent to curtail student's actions." 
But opponents of the policy 
didn't see it that way. Many said 
the proposal curbed student's ba-
sic rights and was therefore un-
constitutional. 
"The university has no right 
to legislate love," said Pepper 
Schwartz, a sociology professor 
at the University of Washington 
in Seattle and the president of the 
Society for the Scientific Study of 
Sex. 
"Students are adults," 
Schwartz said. "They are capable 
of making their own decisions. 
They have a right to sign up for the 
Army, and that's life-threatening. 
A bad relationship usually is only 
psyche-threatening. Students have 
he right to make mistakes." 
Tom Hutchinson, a systems 
engineering professor, referred to 
Lane and other policy supporters 
as the "sex police" and countered 
with his own version of the pro-
posal, which discouraged student-
faculty relationships but did not 
forbid the,. 
The issue split the 18,00 stu-
dent campus. Even the two uni-
versity newspapers, The Cavalier 
DON'T 
Just sit around 
and complain. 
Make a differ-
ence. Write for 
The Central 
Florida Future. 
Call 823-8054 or 
823-8192 for 
more info. 
SELECT GROUP 
COMFORTERS · 
Assorted patterns. Made in U.S.A. Retail $40 
Sale Price.... · 
FULL, QUEEN, KING 
. Retail $80-$100 
'Sale Price ... $19.99 
ASSORTED 
TOWELS 
Assorted colors, solids, stripes and 
patterns. Made in U.S.A. Soft and 
absorbent. 100% Cotton. 
Great Value. SJ99 
Retail $6 
Sale Price......... BATH 
lIEM BEIA!.L SLllE ~ 
HAND .......... $5 ...... $1 .49" . 
WASH ......... $2 ...... $ .49 
TUB-MAT .... $15 .... $2.99 
Made in U.S.A. Poly-filled. 
First quality. sgg 
Retail $10 
Sale Price.. STAIOtoRl 
SALE 
. ITEM B.EIAfL. ~ 
QUEEN .... $12 .. $5.99 
KING ....... $14 .. $6.99 
li? MAC+ TRRUE s s p AD s 
~LANKETS 
Made in U.S.A. Warm and 
cozy. Many patterns. 
TWIN/FULL 
Retail $12 
Sale Price ....... . 
s599 
QUEEN/KING 
Retail $18 
Sale Price ....... . 
All sizes. Made in U.S.A. sggg 
TWIN, FULL, QUEEN, KING, TWIN XL-SIZES 
Sale Price.... ALL SIZES 
--- --4$ .~ WestPoint Pepperell 
Bed, Bath & Linens 
FACTORY OUTLET 
AMERICA'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 
OF BED & BATH PRODUCTS SINCE 1813 
5221-5223 International Dr. 
Orlando Fl. 32819 
354-0707 
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Shoot me, I'm a martyr! 
The end of the world is coming. The Four Horsemen of 
the Apocalypse race across the face of the globe, destroying 
and defiling all they come in contact with. They are not alone 
in their plans for world annihilation, though. Their banners 
are being borne by those we wou1d a11 least expect: Right-
wing "Christian" extremists who use the holy scripture as a 
shield to defend their twisted interpretations of God's word. 
My last intention is to rehash the continual barrage of 
media coverage over the recent attacks on abortion doctors 
and their assistants, but some things still need to be said. Thes'e 
so calJed life advocates continue to again and again draw the 
attention of the press and the masses. This only continues to 
stir the pot of discord, however, and still gets nothing accom-
plished. Even the Catholic church has started to become 
involved, publicly denouncing the preaching of those who 
condone such violence. What few seem to understand, 
though, is that these "activists" are nothing more than hollow 
shells of human existence, searching for something to fill the 
emptiness that is their soul. They continue to wander from 
cause to cause, waiting for some sort of repercussion so they 
can cry martyr and fall to the ground, waiting for someone to 
come to their defense~ Regretfully, this is all too often the case. 
What is to be done, however? These acts can certainly not be 
condoned,norforgotten. Asinmanycasesinvolvingthementa11y 
unba1anced, though, there is little that can be done. They will 
continue to fight their insane battle for publicity and punishment, 
hoping to receive their ')ust rewards" in the afterlife. 
0 • • llllOll Au st30, 1994 
L_OR ~~?! 
D•stri outea Oy Trioune Mea1a Services 
People need to be more aware of what is rea1ly going on, 
beyond a11 the singularities and anomalies of the local and national 
news program. Try communicatingforachange. Instead of using 
rhetoric to block out the world around you until nothing remains 
but your own tiny one dimensional world, tell people what you 
think and listen to what they have to say. Sometimes you may be 
surprised that your views are not that much different. 
Experts don't need to tell us we're fat- and stupid 
Talk to the l 6-year-old who can still feel the dirty, calloused 
• hands rubbing against her and the bitter smell of sweat and liquor 
and who knows something grows inside her that only reminds her 
that no matter what she might do, her destiny will always be in 
those hands. 
Talk to the 35-year-old that wakes up at night screaming in 
pain, knowing that something is horribly wrong and who just 
wants the stabbing agony to stop and who can't think ofanything 
else but the pain and who wonders ifits her fault or something that 
she's done to be punished like this. 
Guess what: Americans are too fat. This fact was discovered recently ,by a pane] of concerned experts and reported extensively in the news 
media, as though it were a shocking revelation. 
The truth, of course, is that we Americans already know 
we have a weight problem. We notice it every time we get 
out of the shower and Jook in the bathroom mirror and see our 
head sitting on top of what appears to be a towel-clad manatee. 
We notice it when we're unab]eto getourwalletoutofthe back 
pocket of our relaxed-fit jeans without the aid of power too1s. 
We notice it every time we tune in to TV ta1k shows, which 
discuss weight control almost as much as they discuss nationa1 
issues, by which I mean O.J. Simpson. We notice it whenever 
we go to a man and observe our fellow Americans, many of 
whom cou1d not run the 100-meter dash in under four days, 
wadd1ing around in logo-intensive stretch-fabric athletic wear, 
as though at any moment they're going to be called upon to 
represent the United States in the Big Butt OJympics. 
So we know we're too fat. But that did not stop a panel of 
concerned experts from reminding us. This was a different 
panel from the one that announced recent1y that - get ready -
..--------------------...... Mexican food CO'!tains a lot of fat. The media jumped on this Central Florida Future story as if the experts had come up with conclusive proof that 
Beyond all this, though, past each of our small flashes oflife, 
look to see what lies beyond, what hope humanity as a whole 
might have. No matter what the scripture might be: the Bible, 
Koran, or Torah, they are not meant as tools of war. Blood is too 
corporeal to be spilled for such high ideals. Look towards the true 
meaning behind this and hope that living your life to the fullest and 
helping your fellow man when he needs it is enough to get by. 
-Cluul Brunner 
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Robert F. Kennedy was a woman. This is a1so how the media 
reacted when previ~us concerned experts panels announced 
that there was fat in Italian food, Chinese food, fast food, any 
breakfast food that does not taste like mulch, and of course the 
u1timate Death Food - movie popcorn, which, as I reca11 from 
the wildly excited press coverage, contains more fat in one 
kernel than all the lard con~umed by al1ied troops in World 
War II. You got the impression, from the media, that after a 
movie ends the ushers have to use forklifts to clear the bloated 
corpses out of the theater. 
What I want to know is, do these expert panels honestly 
be1ieve we don't know what these foods contain? Do they 
be1ieve that when we go to a Mexican restaurant, we don't 
notice that virtually every dish consists of beef fat fried in 
grease topped with cheese and sour cream and garnihed 
with individual cholesterol molecules the rize of squash 
balls? 
We know perfectly well that we 're eating fat. We just 
wish you experts would stop REMINDING us. Because 
the truth is, we LIKE fat. Fat tastes GOOD to human 
beings. That ' s the way we were designed by Mother 
Nature (who herse~f is a size 24). That' s why we DON'T 
eat what you experts nag us to eat, namely , 27 individual 
portions per day of raw fruits and vegetables. We don't 
want to live like some rabbit, nibbling nervous1y at a carrot, 
terrified because at any moment it could be eaten by an owl. 
We want to be like the mighty lion, which fears nothing and 
eats Mexican food whenever it chooses. Perhaps our diet 
is not so good for our hearts, but considerthis: Of all the 
nations in the industrialized world, the United States ranks 
third lowest in the number of people eaten each year by 
owls. 
But we never hear this kind of good news from panels of 
concerned experts. They're too busy doing studies to prove 
yet again that we weigh too much and eat the wrong foods and 
don't exercise enough and watch too much TV and raise our 
kids wrong and smoke and drink and secretly pick our noses. 
And they LOVE to remind us that we're stupid. Coming up 
with new ways to point out the stupidity of Americans is 
probably the single most popular activity in the concerned-
expert community. Just about every week you read a news 
story in which experts announce an alarming new study 
showing that seven out of every 10 Americans don't know 
how many limbs they have, or cannot correctly identify their 
home planet. 
I want you concerned experts out there to put your ears 
down next to the page and listen closely to what I am about 
tosay: WEKNOWWE'RESTUPID. Youdon'thavetokeep 
reminding us. We see.the evidence all around us every day. 
For example: Virtually everybody who drives in front of me 
is an idiot. I constantly find myself behind drivers who are 
startled and baffled by virtually everything they encounter, as 
though they've never been outdoors before. They ' ll see, for 
example, a tree, and immediately they hit their brakes, as if 
they expect the tree to leap into the middle of the road. They 
a1so brake for mailboxes, buildings and their own rearview 
mirrors. But above all they brake for the most disturbing and 
mysterious of all earthly phenomena, a green traffic light, 
which causes them to come to a virtua1 standstill, paralyzed, 
until the light turns yellow and then red, at which point they 
accelerate to 275 roiled per hour and · shoot through the 
intersection, leaving me at the light, shouting until spittle 
covers the dashboard. 
My point, concerned experts, is that we Americans already 
know what we' re like. Youdon 'tneed to keep telling us. Your 
message has penetrated even our fat, stupid brains. Some days 
we get so depressed about it that be think about committing 
suicide by deliberately swallowing movie popcorn. We 
would wash it down with diet soda. 
The Central Florida Future is still looking for 
opinion columnists. Please send a resume and 
sample writing to: The Central Florida Future, 
12243 University Blvd., Orlando, FL 32817, 
Attn: Chad Brunner, Opinion Editor 
or fax to ( 407) 823-9495 or drop by the office 
in the UC7 plaza between I 0 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Mon-Fri. 
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Republicans: Tolerance or bigotry ? An "educated" perspective 
Webster's UnabridgedDictionarydefinestoleranceas , "a 
permissive attitude toward beliefs or practices differing or 
conflicting with one's own." It directs the researcher to 
compare the definition of tolerance to bigotry. Webster's 
defines bigotry as, "obstinate and unreasoning attachment to 
one's own belief and opinions with intolerance and lack of 
respect of beliefs opposed to them." Keeping this in mind, 
which word would best define Brynner Yee' s editorial in the 
August 25 edition of The Central Florida Future? 
After reading that editorial, I felt that Mr. Yee is the one 
confused about tolerance. This comes as no surprise, however. 
The Republican Party has.al ways been the refuge of bigots and 
those who believe that they are just a little bit better than you 
are. Let's look at a few examples. 
When you say the words, "Republican bigot," who imme-
diately comes to mind? That would be Rush Limbaugh, of 
course. From making fun of the homeless to ridiculing women, 
Old "Dittohead" is perhaps the ultimate example of what 
being Republican is all about. Rush shows no tolerance for the 
problems facing gays, ~norities or women and is obviously 
quite proud of it. His misogyny is evident in his political and 
personal attacks on Hillary Clinton. The first lady is an 
independent and intelligent woman of the '90s, and that scares 
Republicans to death. (Just for the record, I am not a Democrat 
and I did not vote for Clinton. Ross Perot received my 
support.) 
Next, we have two candidates who feel right at home at Ku 
Klux Klan rallies - Pat Buchanan and David Duke. Both of 
these indi vidµals are extremely proud of their intolerance and 
bigotry. Buchanan, of course, has openly expressed his hatred 
of African-Americans as well as other minority races. 
(Ii ( (! :fl/1• 
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EVERYTHING IN MODERATION 
He is also the voice of the Republican Party on the 
debate program r;rossfire. Truly, Buchanan is an appropri-
ate spokesperson for the GOP. David Duke, on the other 
hand, is a former Grand Dill weed or some other such title 
of the KKK. He is another example of Republicanism at its 
finest. 
The "religious right" is perhaps the most intolerant and 
bigoted group to exist in our society today. Of course, these 
people are diehard Republicans. They make no pretense of 
tolerating views and beliefs opposed to their own. Much 
like the Republican Party , these religious wackos operate 
with the assumption that they are ,divinely correct in all 
their views and do not even consider the possibility that 
they might be wrong. Like the GOP, they force ideals upon 
the minds and souls of people through a three-pronged 
attack on the mind (indoctrination), the conscience (court-
dictated laws) and the social being (peer pressure and the 
fear of God). Here's something else to ponder. Have you 
ever noticed how the religious right and the Klan are 
virtually indistinguishable in their views and beliefs? If 
Paul Hill, the accused abortion doctor killer, is any indica-
tion, these two groups are alike in their actions as well. 
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Congratulations, America. 
You have now become the safest country in the world, 
thanks to our protectors in Congress and their recently passed 
anti-crime package: 
Know what this means? No more staying awake at night, 
shivering in fear like Scooby-Doo, worrying that anyone who 
murders the president might escape the death penalty. 
Perhaps you were more concerned that some Pacific 
logger would ram a spike between Al Gore's eyes. Well, fret 
no longer, for now such an act will bring a federal death 
. entence. 
Through all the promises by Republicans and Democrats 
alike to "get tough on crime," with new, amazingly tough 
legislation, little real action has been taken. When I first heard 
of the Congressional debate over "expanding" the scope of the 
death penalty, I figured crimes like carjacking or distributing 
large amounts of drugs were the types of crimes being 
considered. 
I wasn' t even close. The 60 offenses for which a person 
can be sentenced to death (assuming Clinton signs the bill) 
include genocide, murder of the president, vice president or 
Cabinet officers, murder of a juror, and murder of a Supreme 
Court justice. 
Murder of a Supreme Court justice? Somebody's been 
reading John Grisham's novels a bit too intensely. 
In all seriousness, most of the 60 offenses are already 
punishable by death in the 38 states which allow the death 
penalty or, like treason, were already federal capital offenses. 
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 
Therefore, basically this crime bill provides that should 
someone shoot Bill Clinton in Hawaii , a state without a death 
penalty, he or she could still be strapped into the electric chair. 
What a relief. 
About the only step in the right direction is that the bill 
allows the death penalty for drug kingpins who attempt to kill 
only in their line or work. Since no one in power has yet 
realized the war on drugs is a hopeless, futile effort, I suppose 
stricter treatment of drug kingpins might help somewhat. Of 
course, the "expanded" list offederal capital offenses is not the 
only joke the anti-crime bill offers for us to deride. The $1 
billion plus dollars .allocated to build new prisons and the 
funding for I 00,000 new police officers is a sad reminder that 
this is the Congresses' answer to the growing crime problem. 
To begin with, even the most liberal democrats reluctantly 
concede that, in reality, there will not be 100,000 new men in 
blue pounding the pavement as a result of this bill. A number 
around 25,000 seems more realistic. 
With the passage of this bill, a good number of new prisons 
will be built. So what does this mean? Is Jeb Bush right, 
Finally, the credibility of the column takes a serious nose-
dive when Future columinist Robert V oor is used to support 
Mr. Yee's position. When the opinion ofan incredibly bigoted 
person like Voor is used in a missive about tolerance, it is 
laughable. I thought the idea was to prove your point, not 
toundermine it. Go figure. Where does this bigotry come from. 
anyway? Simply put, it is a result of ignorance and fear of the 
unknown. Republicans cringe at the thought of being "indoc-
trinated" into a lifestyle that they find offensive. Deep down. 
in places that they don't want to admit exist, they know how 
easily they can be brainwashed. (Kind of explains Dan Quayle 
supporters, doesn't it?) Using the supposed logic presented to 
support this indoctrination theory, one can conclude that all 
abused children will become child abusers, all good parents 
wilJ have good children and all straight parents will have 
straight children. This logic-stinks worse than my shoes after 
going a whole day without wearing socks. 
As stated in Yee's article, the Constitution guarantees the 
right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. As long as no 
one is being victimized or having their rights violated, why is 
he so intent on persecuting these people? They are not asking 
for special rights. That's just a catch phrase invented to anger 
the Republican masses. All they want is to be guaranteed the 
same rights as everyone else. Remember,just as people do not 
have the right to be accepted, neither do they have the right to 
not be offended. 
. So, are Republicans generally tolerant or bigoted? Ac-
cording to Webster's definition, the latter would be a more 
accurate description. T.hat' s okay, though. They have the right 
to their opinions, even if they do not understand tolerance. 
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andwill building more cells so we can lock people up and 
-display the keys in front of our city halls as proof that the area 
is crime-free the answer? Heck no. 
What this means is that members of Congress, who, 
granted, are no fools, realized that the public is scared about 
the rising rate of violent crime. They also realized the best way 
to get re-elected is to show that they are doing something 
· decisive about it, like allocating money to build more prisons. 
There's only one problem -Building more prisons will 
do little to deter violent crime. It's a superficial, easy solution 
to a deep, complex problem. The biggest problem is that 
people are buying into it. The aforementioned Jeb Bush just 
might be Florida's next governor, and what message does his 
campaign commercials give? In essence, they say, "I' II build 
more prisons than Jim Smith or Lawton Chiles." In fact, just 
from watching the various candidates' commercials, the race 
for the governor's seat seems to be more a contest of who can 
promise to build more prisons and be "the toughest on crime." 
No candidate I have seen bothers to delve into more long-term 
soluti9ns by examining what is causing more violent crime. 
· Then again, I suppose it would be hard to fit a comprehen-
sive plan of spending to improve education, employment 
'opportunities for minorities, and drug education into a 30-
second commercial. Stern images of "I'll build more prisons" 
certainly plays better in the minds of voters. 
So go ahead and leave the front door unlocked at night. 
With the new federal legislation and scores of new prisons, we 
have nothing to worry about. 
We encourage readers to submit letters to the editor. Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, 
and include the author's signature, phone number, and major. Letters can be sent to: The Central 
Florida Future, 12243 University Blvd., Orlando, FL 32817, or faxed to (407) 823-9495, or 
brought to our office between 10 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Mon-Fri. 
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814-2492 pointment 
Furnished room, 3/2 house, kitchen TELEMARKETER. Glamour Shots I 
privileges, W/D for neat N/S, $280 High Fashion Photography , Fash-
includes util. 273-6870. PLEASE ion Square Mall, seeks aggressive, 
NOTE: PREVIOUS NUMBER WAS upbeat individuals to book appoint- I 
INCORRECT ments. No cold calling. Guaranteed 
wage or commission bonus. Will I 
train. PIT, flex hours. Call 898-7954 
ask for Robin or D.J. 
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRE- I 
2BR/2BA manuf. home, adult park; SENTATIVE: Glamour Shots High 
golf, tennis, 3 pools. Fae, staff, or Fashion Photographyseeksaggres- I 
grad. $650/mo +sec. 281-7744 sive, upbear individuals to assist 
clients in a fast paced, FUN environ-
~PT for Rent 2BR/2BA, great loca- ment. PT/FT flex hrs. Apply in per- I 
t10~.' walk to school, washer~dryer, sonMondayorWednesdaybetween 
ce1hngfans, $490/mo. Call Phill 382- 11 & 7 at Fashion Square Altamonte, ~3_6_7_2_o_rJ_e_r_ry_6_5_4_-1_8_58 __ (1v_m_s_g) __ ~o~r~V~o~lu~si=a~M~a~lls~.---------' I 
2 BED/2 BATH CONDO, UNFUR- Female Student to transport and su-
NISHED $650 P.ER MO. peNise 3 older children, 2-3 hatt days I 
1 BED/1 BATH CONDO, UNFUR- after school. Non-smoker. Altamonte 
NISH ED $485 PER MO. Springs 837-7881 after 7:00 PM 1 2 BED/2 BATH COMPLETELY FLORIST SHOP ASSISTANT 
FURNISHED CONDO$ 950 PER Part-time. Winter Park. CallforAppt. 
MO. 678-4616 an ime I 
ALL WITHIN 1 TO 8 MILES FROM Earn cash stuffing envelopes at 
UCF. home. All materials provided. Send I 
PLEASE CALL L.A. REAL ESTATE SASE to P.O. Box 10075, Olathe, 
679-2998 KS 66051 ~---~::...:..___ _ ___.I 
M/F N/S to rent Master Bedroom w/ Vehicle Manager, UCF Student 
priv. bath $197/mo + 1/3 util 384- Government--20 hrs/week, $4.75/ 
Dear Mom and Dad, 
You know how I'm always looking for ways to save you 
money? Well, M/I Homes has a new line of homes called the Horizon 
Series. They're three-bedroom homes that feature the same great qual-
ity and warranties that have made M/I so well known around here - at 
an affordable price. 
Wouldn't it be great if some of my friends and I could share a 
Horizon house while we're attending college? Just think of the savings 
in rent, not to mention the tax break you'd get. · And by building a new 
Horizon home from M/I, you'd be assured of great quality, service and 
resale value. The Horizon Series is available at Woodbury Glen, just 
five minutes from campus. Let me know what you think. 
-i .... _ JS'"'.0, 
:2:;'7"'"1 ~~ ~~ ~ ""'~ Ai·:.·o i ;:,'l'-7 • ~,.~J' .., c ~ ... • ~ ~ r (., "tQ ;:~ ~~ ~ . Love, Your favorite child ·~·"'""' IP"G'?v.~ 
~ 
WOODBURY GLEN 
i LAKE UNDERH
1
1LL RD . 
a 
~ 
(407) 381 ·9800 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
From sao I the I s. 
.A. I 
The Princeton 
M/I Homes. The Horizon 
Series ol Affordable, 
. r · Ill M/I HOMES® I 
~ A DIVISIO O F M/ I SCHOTTENSTEI N HOMES, INC. L:J L1s1ed 011 1b11 .\'eu l ark S1ock E\·cbm1iw I 
fOUAl.:JIJSM. Ol'~ClllTUNITY COLUMBUS / CINCINNATI / DAYTON. OH • INDIANAPOLIS. IN • CHAALOTIE / RALEIGH. NC 
Quality Homes. 
8582 hr. Apply in Student Center 155 L .::::: ~-.:::~=co=c·:m::~:... .J 
----
Guatemala evades the.changes of time 
Despite infiux of newtechnolcgy, the m11111zyretains its rich mltnre 
This summer, I returned to Guatemala, the land of my birth. It had been 
five years since I last visited this 
tiny country just south of Mexico. 
I returned this time with the pur-
pose of photographing the essence 
and beauty of this land. 
Many things have changed in 
Guatemala in the last five years, 
especially in the capital city, Gua-
temala City. There, American 
franchises have made it look like 
any city in the U.S., with glowing 
McDonald's, Burger King, Pizza 
Hut, and Taco Bell signs lining 
the streets. Malls there now have 
stores which range from Ace Hard-
ware to Structure to Express cloth-
ing stores. The city has grown 
tremendously, with more people, 
new buildings and new roads. 
However, the beauty of this coun-
try does not lie in its modern ac-
complishments, but in the way in 
which it still holds on to its color-
ful past. 
Guatemala is the only country 
in the Americas in which the ma-
jority of the populatiQn is Indian. 
Although its dominant culture, 
language and rule are Hispanic, 
this blend brings about the unique 
character of this country. 
I began my trip in Guatemala 
City, where I visited my family 
before embarking on the trip of a 
lifetime. First, I wanted to visit 
Tierra Fria, where most of the 
Indian population resides. It is also 
A young girl from San Pedro La Laguna, a 
town surrounding Lake Atitlan. ;··• ~· 
where the second most important 
city in the country, 
Quetzaltenango, is located. It is a 
modern city with the look of colo-
nial times. In this particular re-
gion of the country, one can see 
the interaction of the Indian with 
the Ladino (people of mixed Eu-
ropean and Indian descent) popu- · 
. lation. Color is ever present in this 
region from lush, green foliage, 
fiery volcanoes, tranquil blue 
lakes, and the multicolored cos-
tumes of the inhabitants. 
In this part of Guatemala, I 
had the pleasure of visiting one of 
the most beautiful and least pol-
luted lakes in the world, Lake 
Atitlan. This lake is surrounded 
by volcanoes, mountains and 12 
small Indian villages, each sepa-
rate and distinct from the other. 
The colorful dress is different in 
each. village, making it easy to 
distinguish the. people from the 
different vi1lages. One aspect of 
the people of the lake is that they 
depend upon it - the men fish 
and the women wash clothes on 
the many beaches around the lake. 
Tourists are attracted to this area 
because of the natural beauty as 
well as the uniqueness of the 
people they encounter. 
After my visit to Tierra Fria, I 
headed back to Guatemala City in 
order to catch a flight to the de-
partment of Peten in the northern 
region of Guatemala. This region 
is thinly populated, and its inhab-
itants are mostly Latinos. I went 
to stay with cousins in a small 
town called Santa Helena. There 
I visited the Mayan ruins in Tikal, 
the largest city of the Maya. The 
temples were stunning and beau-
tiful. These structures are incred-
ible and extremely difficult to 
climb, but at the top of most of 
them the climb is rewarded by a 
view of lush green fore~ts that 
eern endle~s. Animals such as 
monkeys, deer, toucans, and ant-
eaters are often · seen interacting 
with touri.sts in Tikal national park. 
Peten contains most of the rain 
forests of Guatemala. It is a flat, 
hot and humid region. On the sec-
ond day of my visit to feten, we 
went into the forests to bring sup-
plies tosomeofmy~ousin's work-
ers, who were taking out wood to 
use in their saw mill and door 
factory. There were almost no in-
habitants to be seen in the two 
hour trip, with the exception of 
theftncas (ranch) guardians, who 
watch out for intruders trying to 
steal wood from the forests or 
see GUATEMALA, p. F5 
Temple IV, otherwise known as Gran Jaguar, under resto-
ration, in Tikal. 
l 
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Could I please have some tater tots widt .my lobster tail? 
Salisbury State University serves up an hnpressive student Dlenu 
College Press Service 
Editor's rwte: An incomplete 
version of this story ran in the Aug. 
23 edition, due to space limiotations. 
Presented below is the entire text. 
Candlelight flickers on the 
white linen tablecloths. The buffet 
line features a carving station with 
top sirloin beef, smoked turkey 
breasts, quail and venison. The 
muted strains of some jazzy blues 
help add to theintimateatmosphere. 
The chairs are plush, the carpet, 
thick, and the dress code, strict. 
Welcome to the campus caf-
eteria of the :990's. 
Roanoke's dining services for 24 
years. 
'The biggest changes I've 
seen are vegetarian 
entrees, self-serve 
items such as mak~­
y our-own. waffles, 
pasta bars and con-
cern about fat. Three 
or four years ago, ev-
eryone was counting 
calories.Now they are 
counting fat grams," 
Phelan says. 
Getting a certi-
fied chef was a major 
improvement for 
Roanoke College, he 
adds. Chef Bob, as he 
is called, lavishes his 
customers with a wide 
dessert selection of 
etables and gar Uc with white cheese 
sauce. 
Phelan says that the proof of 
pudding eaters. "Ourpartcipation is 
up 10 percent with 975 food con-
tracts, and we are feeding about 60 
percent of the 
faculty and 
staff." 
A t 
Wartburg Col-
lege, whereDon 
Juhl has been 
food service di-
rec;tor since 
1966, the fierce 
competition 
from fast food 
restauraunts has 
sparked many 
changes in his 
dining room. 
"We have 
Photo/ Armando Solares 
seven major 
fast-food chains 
For Carmen DiSylvestro, as-
sistant director of dining services at 
Salisbury State University in east-
ern Maryland, teaching students 
about the finer points of fine dining 
is just as important as English Lit-
erature or W-0rld Economics. 
homemade pies and How excited can you get over pizza, anyway? just two blocks 
from the dorms. cakes, fresh fruit and 
In the campus dining room, 
the enemy is "boredom, monotony 
hard-scoop ice cream. Pizzas fea- the dining hall's success is not so We've had to become more com-
ture toppings of pesto, fresh veg- much in the pudding, but in the petitive and have had to really get 
~< :::~· .< • 
and stagnation," DiSylvestro says. ,,.~ ·· .. ... ·,:,; ·' .-~i;· · 
He is not alone. All over the ®1994 safusonltetibrp; 
country, campus dining halls are ;;~~ . .;~., . . Ji;; , . 
ringing with a culinary revolution - ?J'.:: ,,. , 
of sorts. Gone are the days of mys- ti3t . 
tery meat, mashed potatoes with 
bright yellow gravy and lime Jell-0 
dessert Cafeteria food is no longer 
a contradiction in terms. 
Billy Day, who was on the 
meal plan his firSt two years and has 
attended UCF for four years, has 
seen an increase in quality. "The 
food has definitely improved in the ·" 
cafeteria, and the buff et is a r'.:!ason- }~~f 
able price yet 1s. co~1petitive ~ith l::;ffr: 
the fast food chains m the area. · ~--;., 
At Salisbury, a small com- ·;·w: 
prehensive university that special- · 
izes in business and nursing schools, 
the upscale dining room with its 
candles and soft music is just part of 
a comprehen~ive effort to give stu-
dents what they want and what they 
need. Salisbury's regular dining 
room may feature the more tradi-
tional cafeteria line with rock 'n' 
roll on the loudspeakers, but the 
food is definitely first class. 
They tly in live lobsters from 
Maine, offer rattlesnake, deer and 
buffalo meat as well as gamefish 
during Game Night, and even bring 
in opera singers to perform during 
Italian Night. 
"We don't neccesarily serve 
gourmet platters, but our food is 
made with quality ingredients and 
[is] aimed atsatisfyingourstudents' 
requests," a food services employee 
at UCF said. 
At Wartburg College in 
Waverly, Iowa, dining services of-
fer 34 different beverages, students 
can whip up their own concoctions 
in woks, and students' favorite reci-
pes from home are regularly given • 
trial runs and tbose which prove 
popular become part of the regular 
menu. 
At Roanoke College in Sa- 1 
lem, Va., Chef Bob Prophet plies a j 
trade he learned at New York's 
Culinary Institute of America and 
- - -
- -
- - ~ , 
~- ' 
l~ •. ~; --... ~ ;; ~: ,_~. • 
~ ~ "'~ .== - ' ~ 
into marketing, or our business will 
go elsewhere," he says. 
Wartburg's dining room is set 
up with seven different food courts, 
which works much better, Juhl says, 
than the traditional single cafeteria 
line. 
"One of the most popular is the 
wok court We have six woks set up 
and offer a variety of fresh vegetables. 
We have pasta court with three types 
of toppings and two types of pasta. It's 
all self-serve," Juhl says. 
Each year during the spring 
term, Wartburg holds a recipe contest 
for studentS for main entrees, salads 
and soups. Each day a new entry is 
tried out. Anyone who tries gets a vote. 
The winner gets added to the menu. 
"Students are eating lighter and 
are much more selective than in the 
past," Juhl says. "And very few of 
them come from the traditional 
•STEAK continued on page FS 
practiced at Hilton Head island 
restauraunts. 
"Much of this is being driven 
by student demand :· says Dick 
Phelan, who ·has been head of 
Call 1 ·800-262-8282 and find out where to buy one. BAGS 
RHYTHM and SOUL I.&. 
Nostalgic collections 
re-introduce classics 
by SEAN PERRY 
Entertainment editor 
Rodgers & Hammerstein compo-
sitions, and a sort of travel collec-
tion with Coast to Coast. 
They putthe hip in the ''Broadway," "Georgia On hop and the pop in My Mind," "Route 66" and 
. the rock. The jazzy "Chatanooga Choo Choo" high-
sound of the 1940s and early '50s light this trip down memory lane, 
that played an influential part in as well as offerring the onginals 
the rock 'n' roll explosion of the that have been covered by modem 
era has been remastered and made legends like Tony Bennet, Frank 
available in Columbia's Legacy Sinatra, and the newest of the clan, 
Rythym and Soul Series and the Harry Connick, Jr. 
Capitol Sings series. Where the Capitol series 
Songs that defined the foot- leaves off, the Rythym & Soul 
shuffling '40s like, "Are You Hep' Series kicks in. The O' Jays head-
To The Jive?" and "Are You line a collection of soul that de-
Buzzin' Cousin?" are proof that fined theafro-laden.'70s. Classics 
Cab Calloway assisted in the rau- like "Love Train," "Sunshine" and 
coustwistthatlightenedthemood "Back Stabbers," (not to be con-
of a war-burdened nation. Joined fused with the other O.J.) repre-
by the legendary Calloway on the · sent the best from · this genre. 
Columbia re;le~ses are the bluesy The Best of Bill Withers fea-
vocals ot" Big Maybelle and the tures "Lean On Me," "Use Me" 
soulful works of Chuck Willis. and "Just The Two Of Us" in a 
Impressive sales from other compilation of 18 hits. Last, but 
remastered collections induced a not least, The Isley Brothers still 
recent flood of nostalgic record- . fair prominent on the soul scene, 
ings onto the market. Columbia andofferheart-wrenchingballads 
presents the various '40s compi- "Lay Lady Lay" and "Voyage To 
lations but takes the Rythym and Atlantis." 
Soul Series a step further with the The collection culminates a 
addition of the '70s soul provoca- series. that traces the establish-
teurs. , ment of black music on the pop 
Groups like the Isley Broth- charts and in the mainstream, as 
ers, O' Jays, and a Bill Withers well as in the American culture. 
collection form the foundation Much of the work has been cov-
thatso many hip-hop artists of the ered and introduced in other mu-
'90s have sampled to spice up sical genres with lackluster cre-
their typical rap bass lines. ativity. 
The Capitol Sings collec- The soul of the '70s is pleas-
tion, though only covering a de- in·g to the sensitive ·ear, and the 
cade, does not restrict itself to original hip:. hop of the '40s repre-
just the jazzy riffs. The legendary sents a jazz that kept a nation 
Duke Ellington is paid tribute by dancing during the dire straits of 
various artists of the period, in- World War II. The collections 
eluding Nat King Cole on "Mood have been tastefully comprised, 
Indigo," Nancy Wilson on "In A and nothing has _been sacrificed 
Sentimental Mood" and Peggy for commercialism. 
·Lee with "Jump For Joy ." The In a period in which all the 
Duke, himself bangs out "Duke's hipsters pay respects to their roots, · 
Place" with the assistane of Louis the nostalgic originals can be a wel-
Armstrong and rattles off "It Don't come addition to any collection. The 
Mean A Thing, (If It Ain't Got album covers, such as the Isley 
That Swing)." Capitol also re- Brothers' afros, make for quite a 
introduces classic love songs, conversation piece as well. 
PI SIGMA EPSILON'S 
Orientation Night 
Come and find out what PSE is all about.I 
Wednesday, August 31 , 1994 at 7:00 PM 
University Dining Room (Professional dress please) 
For more information 
call PSE's voice 
mailbox: 256-6045 
Wolff System Tanning at 
Tan-Fastique 
Tanni119 Safon 
FULL SERVICE SALON 
TAN ~~ 
10 
SESSIONS 
$25 
Sign Up a Friend & 
Cet 2 Free Visits 
4NAIL 
TECHNICIANS 
TO SERVE 
YOU 
Call for Prices! 
(Student Discounts Available) 
MASSAGE THERAPIST (By Appt. Only) 
REEDY PLAZA-10376 E. COLONIAL 
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 am-9 pm; Sat. 9 am-6 pm 
282-6042 a=•~ 
Licensed & Certified #T-50-94 Massage Therapist #MA 0011430 
~ 
USED, 
CD'S 
TRADE-IN 
CD'S 
WAXTREE 
WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY 
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND 
STICKERS. THE. EXTENSIVE SELECTION 
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S 
INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE, 
COUNTRY, B-LUES, JAZZ AND MORE. 
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL o·R 
.· TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES. 
WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF 
ALOMA AVE. & 436 IN THE SEMORAN 
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK. 
407-677-8897 
1 MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SUNDAY 12-5 L . 
Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with. 
l'am Dr-:- George Yarko , D.D.S., and I've provided the people 
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treat-
ments and comfortable care for over eight years. 
And I'd like you to experience my personalized ,,. 
care, too. So please accept my offer for ·a 
complete dental exam for only $24 , an $89 
value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment. 
Only for-U.C.F. students with Valid I.D. 
c~~~~~~n1~1!~~?~r,?ih~~:S. ff;i,;· ' 
Memhcr~ Amcnrnn Dcnll!J A~~oci alinn f" 
Academy of General Dcmislry. AGidcmy for 
Sports Dcn1isll)'. Florida Denial Asscx:ia1ion. 
Grca1cr Orlando Denial Society < • 
Team Dentist: Uni versity of Central Florida , . : , •· y 
r·":~.,_ ... .... \ .. IJ 
' m, w'< --l.. -~ ~~-!£!.V<:;: 
$24 complete dental exam and consultation 
(an $89 value) includes: -
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or 
crowns• Check gums for disease• Oral cancer 
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped, 
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check 
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get 
treatment recommendations 
(all today, because this offer ends 12/30/94 
East Orlando Dental 
17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817 
(Corner of Hwy. 50 and Abfaya Tr.) 
Call 282-2101 
It 1\ ouroHirc.: rolh y th.it the p.llt<:nt ..i m.t an) othcr J'l(!rv>n n ... rvm.-.ihlc for f'\;lymcnt h~ the right lfJ rdu"iC.' to f'J ), , . .1flC'<:I p..syrrK:nl. or be n.·1mhu r!toC...J for J"U) m(:nl for Jn~ ot ht.T" '-<.'f"\>'t..' , c:\.Jmin..ilinn , o r trc:.1t mc:n1 'ft h kh i\ f'(.'ffnrm t..'t.l .l."i .i r<.')ult of .111U ~ • th in il ho ur .. o l 
rc:,p-mdina 11> the: o.u.J\crtbcmcut for the fn .. ~. <.h')(ou ntt..J ft.-c, or n't.l ... ... <:d ft.'<.' !lot'!"'\ in:, <.""4lm1:i:lllon. or trc.-:at mcnt. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
LOOK TOA 
BRIGHTJER 
FUTURJE, 
WRITE FOR 
AXIS, CAll 
Thu , 
fREE dr 
Ladi 
. take J(aplan and get 
· a htgHer score ... 
More students take Kaplan's courses every 
year than any other test prep company's. 
Call us today to find out why. 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
_KAPLAN 
The Answer to the test q~estion 
T 'Aj: N11 8 :M: A.: N:. l :, A: 
I 0 VISITS FOR $25.00 
273-5419 
Across from U.C.F. in 
University Shoppes --
.... ,------........:-!! 
all night 
Student Legal Services 
Problems With: 
. •Landlords 
•Insurance _L[ 
•Contracts ~ 
. •Traffic Tickets . 
Need: 
•A Will 
•A Name Change 
•Uncontested Dissolution 
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representative in cer-
tain legal areas for qualified UCF students. 
For information or an appointment 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the student center 
room 210 
Monday--Friday 8am-5prn 
Funded through Activity & Service Fee 
by the Student Government Association 
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people moving in to bum it in order to 
plant cash crops such as com or beans. 
In this region of Guatemala, people 
like my cousins (who own large 
amounts of forest land) are under con-
stant pressure from foreign environ-
mental agencies to stop exploiting 
their land. These agencies cite a dan-
ger to the environment, and they seek 
tooutlawanyexploitationoftheriches 
of the rain forest. 
My cousin, Vinicio, mentioned a 
lot of problems o/ith this environmen-
talist attitude. He said that if they_ 
outlawed wood cutting, 200 people 
from his factory and saw mill would 
be affected. They would no longer 
have jobs, and in order to survive, they 
would have to look in other directions. 
Ths would probably mean that they 
would go into the rain forest and burn 
it in order to plant food just to exist. 
The rain forest would then be lost 
forever. He also said that the devel-
oped nations of the world could pro-
vide the necessary capital to preserve 
\
the forests-after all, "we are produc-
ing clean air." 
\ During this stage of my trip, I was 
a cowboy for a day, as I helped work-
rs steer cattle into different parts of 
e ranch. I rode horses to visit remote 
eas of the ranch. Despite the work 
hat I did (which was not very much), 
· was a most enjoyable stay. 
Later, my grandparents took me 
tb a church in the eastern part of 
Guatemala. The church is located in 
Esquipulas, a small town just 20 miles 
from the border with El Salvador. 
The scenery on the road to 
Esquipulas is beautiful. There are 
mountains and rivers on both sides of 
the road. The long, winding, up-and-
downroads make ita verypleasantbut 
exhausting trip. Ths church is visited 
by every Catholic Guatemalan at least 
once in their lifetime. Inside, there are 
candles that give the place a feeling of 
. mystique. The church is so popular 
becauseoftheMiraculousBlackChrist 
of Esquipulas. In fact, the town of 
Esquipulas reflects the religiousness 
of the country. 
I visited Antigua Guatemala, the 
original capital of Guatemala The 
roads are not paved, butrathermadeof 
cobblestones. The houses are Spanish 
colonial style, and if not for the cars, -
one would feel as if he had gone back 
in time. The Jk'-Ople of this town are 
very friendly and, like in any other 
small town, everyone seems to know 
each other. The Cathedrals and the 
ruinsofthemanyconventsagainshow 
the importance that the Guatemalan 
people place on religion. 
One interesting place that religion 
is seen in a different way is 
Chichicastenango, a small, predomi-
nantly Indian town in the western part 
of the country. Here, Indian beliefs 
cross with thoseofChristianity,creat-
ing colorful ceremonies that can not 
seen elsewhere. 
Peace with the apparent end of 
military rule has brought Guatemala 
from the dark and into the light With 
this peace, hopefully, many more 
people will be able to en joy this nation's 
natural beauty, as well as the friendli-
ness of its people. 
After a month of photographing 
this beautiful and intriguing place, I 
foW1d out that the memories of my 
childhood were not imaginary, but 
rather very real. The coW1try is beau-
tiful, and in the midst of its modem 
development, there is always some-
thing to link you to another time. 
Prime rib not Salisbury stmk on university's menu 
• STEAK fro~ pag~ F2 
family where Mom stays home and 
cooks. Most of the students are more 
familiar with convenience foods, 
the kinds of things they get at fast 
food restauraunts, in the boarding 
schools and high schools." 
DiSylvestro at Salisbury 
agrees. 
Jersey," he says. "We try to intro-
duce them to the local food cus-
toms. We'll have a crab fest and 
bring in 15,000 crabs in season 
and serve them up with hush pup-
years ago. "We decorated the din-
ing room, built a duck blind [and] 
asked students to come dressed in 
camoflauge, but we got some ad-
verse reactions. Students didn't 
of buffalo meat, thinking it would 
last us a week or two, but the 
students ate 54 pounds on the first 
day. We do things like serve rattle-
snake chili and use snakes as part 
of the decor. They love it." 
Salisbury serves about 3,500 
meals a day to a population of 
about 6,000 students. 
"Our chef is the type of per-
son who likes to take risks. You 
have to be a bit bizarre at times," 
DiSylvestro says. "We celebrate 
everyone's birthday at once with 
an 80-foot ice cream sundae. It's 
impressive." 
"I find that you have to have 
a comfort zone for your custom-
ers or they won't give it a chance. 
All @f our soups are made from 
scratch, but they have to look like 
Campbell's. Wehaveaspicerack 
out in the dining area, but it all 
has to have the McCormick label 
because that's what they are used 
to seeing at home." Don't expect to find crab legs on the menu at the Wild Pizza. 
A good part of Salisbury's 
success in food service is due to its 
student food committee that meets 
once a week and critiques the menu 
and offers suggestions. "It's a very 
powerful group," DiSylvestro says. DiSylvestro, who has been 
at Salisbury for eight years, be-
lieves educating students about 
food is one of his main jobs. 
"We're close to the eastern shore 
of Mary land, and we get a lot of 
students from New York and New 
pies and fried chicken. In Octo-
ber, we fly in 22,000 live lobsters 
from Maine." 
Because hunting is popular 
o~ the eastern shore, DiSylvestro 
tried a wild game night about three 
like the idea that they had to eat 
Bambi." 
This year, however, the 
game night went over well. "We 
tried it again and the timing was 
right. We brought in 110 pounds 
And while the standard fare of 
meat and potatoes is still on the menu, 
DiSylvestro says Salisbury State Uni-
versity seldom serves Salisbury steak. 
'We have it about once every six 
weeks. It's not very popular," he says. 
A genius figured it out-
HP built it in. 
E·--. 
Cent. r i pet. al 
Hooke ' s L.31.a.• 
10 Elastic Collisions 
•The HP 48G. has built-in 
equations, functions, 
and menus to guide you 
through complex 
calculations. 
• Access over 300 built-in equations .. 
• Push a button, choose from a pull-
down menu, and fill in the blanks. 
Entering data is ~hat easy. 
• View 3-D graphs. 
• Perform .algebra and calculus 
operations on equations before 
entering-values. 
• Enter and see equations like they 
appear oti pa:per. 
. ·;. 
• Work wit~ different units of measure. 
The HP 48G will convert them for you. 
So, enter inches, centimeters, yards, and 
feet, togetner in one equation - it'll 
convert them. 
:. •You'll quickly learn to 
· operate it! 
Pull-do!Vn menus guide you through 
problem-solving smoothly and quickly. 
Push ?, button, select an entry from the 
pull-do\\-11 menu, and fill in the blanks. 
• Check it out at your 
college bookstore. 
The HP 48G graphic calculator gives 
you a whole lot more for a whole lot 
less than you think. Compare - the 
HP 48G fits your budget. 
F//09 HEWLETT® 
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'Sports Illustrated' and collegiate football polls don't mix 
Jason Swancey 
NATIONAL ~6.A T 
Sports Illustrated has some 
of the best sports journalists in the 
country on staff, and they put out 
a quality publication. Hell, I even 
subscribe to it. But one thing they 
can't do is come up with a colle-
giate football poll that makes 
sense, I-A anyway. Obviously 
their I-AA poll was right on the 
money, seeing as they picked our 
very own UCF Golden Knights to 
win it all this year. 
It's a shame they have all the 
smart people working on the 1-
AA poll and all the idiots working 
on the I-A poll. 
Now we'll analyze their first 
ten picks as compared to both the 
AP and USA Today-CNN polls. I 
would do all 20, but we hav~ nei-
ther the time or space to rip into 
them that much. 
SI has Arizona at number 
one which isn't an awful pick, be-
cause their defense is good enough 
to win them the "big" trophy if 
everything fell into place just right. 
However, AP has Arizona sev-
enth and CNN has them at eight. 
Someone is going to be very 
wrong! 
All the Florida schools get 
the shaft in SI. AP has the Gators 
at one with the Seminoles third 
and the Hurricanes at six. CNN 
has Florida and Florida State one 
and two respectively, with Miami 
once again at six. SI on the other 
extreme hand has Miami heading 
up the bunch at seventh, with 
Florida right behind in eighth and 
Florida State flailing for respect 
at 10 . 
How could two polls be so 
similar, and the other so differ-
ent? One has to wonder if _the 
people who did Si's poll were at 
the right practices. 
SI justifies every pick with some 
mumbo-jumboabouthow they're sure 
this is how the chips will fall. 
Who's right, the coaches or the 
media? A question that will be asked 
for eons. SI just made an argument for 
the coaches. 
MaybeDonNehlen, West Vir-
ginia coach, had a point when he said 
polls shouldn't come out until after the 
fourth week of the season. 
Who says you 're coming to anythin,g. Heck, you 're already here. And not a minute too soon. You 're more concerned 
' 
about the earth's environment. About world hunger. About drugs. The economy. And you want change. 
7 
• 
Thank goQdness you don't expett it through osmosis. 'You've come of age. We think you deserve the rite of passage . 
JUI IUllr 
c111e1e stunt 
All: llHlJ·IWI 
PASSAGE. The account relationship from AmSouth, designed around the unique financial concerns of college students. Unlimited 
check writing, free unlimited William Teller ATM transaction.s, Overdraft Protection; a personal bankcard ,** loan discounts , 
attention to your personal financial needs, and no monthly service charge. Just JJ' •mCftl ..._.a BANK 
a low annual fee of ~15. PASSAGE. It's what the younger generation's coming to. Jr\11'~ In 
THE RELATIONSHIP PEOPLE~ 
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Dana Hoover assumes leading role for Lady Knights in '94 
by ROBERT SANDERS 
Staff writer 
Every sports team has a 
leader. whether they're a natural 
born leader or someone whose 
circumstances dictate they be 
thrust into the role. UCF women's 
soccer center midfielder Dana 
Hoover, a forth year starter, fits 
both. While she looks forward to 
taking charge of the Lady Knights 
this season, she also realizes that 
her on-field position forces her to 
be a leader. 
Hoover has paid her dues 
for three years, and now has the 
chance to step up and lead this 
year's squad to the promised land, 
a conference championship. While 
she isn't as well known as some of 
the Lady Knights' former stars 
such as Michelle Akers , Amy 
Allman and Karen Richter, she 
plays with the same intensity and 
winning attitude. 
"I expect leadership out of 
Dana on and off the field," said 
coach Karen Richter. 
It's only fitting that Hoover 
is one of the leaders on a team that 
has never had a losing season. She 
earned first team all-state honors 
while at Lake Mary High School 
and is a former member of the 
Florida Olympic Development 
Team as well as possessing a llst 
of other personal achievements. 
Now that she is a senior, 
Hoover feels that nothing is going 
to change, 'Tm going to keep do-
ing the same thing I do every year, 
controlling the offense and de-
fense." 
Dana's expectations are very 
·high because this is her last sea-
son. She will accept nothing less 
than a trip to the playoffs. 
Unlike her first three years, 
Hoover has a chance to get involved 
more offensively. She is now play-
ing as an offensive midfielder, which 
means that she has an opportunity to 
score more goals. 
Men aim for a more potent offense to go with a strong defense 
MEN, from page 16 
Onderko and Senior Steve 
Soistman wm also see action on 
the back 1i ne. 
DeGregory has started as a 
marking back for two years and 
most likely will settle into that 
position again. Onderko played 
sweeper for last year's team, but 
will likely move to marking-back 
for this season. 
Soistman has played for-
ward, midfield, and defense in his 
four years at UCF, and will prob-
ably bounce around some more 
this year as Winch works to bal-
ance out his lineup. 
Another item that the team 
needs to address is goalscoring. 
Junior Andrew Marin, who led 
the team with six goals 1ast sea-
son, will be called on to lead the 
attack along with Senior transfer 
Kirk Mackey from FIT. 
Mackey has also been play-
SOLARES/Future 
Senior Dana Hoover is looking forward to capping her four-
year career here at UCF with a conference championship. 
ing with the Orlando Lions, where ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
he scored 14 goals last season. 
Returners Richard Wall, Chris 
Linares and Mike Hillis should 
also compete for spots on the front 
line along with freshman Frederik 
Petterson.from Norway. 
In the midfield, Junior 
Travis Betsinger will return to lead 
a crowd of freshmen. Tony 
Gustavson from Sweeden will play 
some center midfield. Eric Case 
and Christian Cubillas will also 
compete for positions in the 
midfield. 
With his players playing 
interchangable roles for the team, 
and strong team fitness, Winch 
will try to implement his team 
philosophy. 
"We want to play exciting 
soccer," said Winch. 
"Anyone can play side-to-
side. What I'm looking for is the 
ability to make that crucial for-
ward pass," he said. "We want to 
attack, recover, win possession, 
and attack again. We should catch 
some teams by surprise this year 
because nobody ' s going to have 
their eye out for us." 
By hook or by crook, if the 
Knights can produce that extra 
goal per game, we could see a I 
TAAC champion men's soccer 
team here at UCF. 
Thursday's edition will 
contain both soccer rosters 
and more of the soccer 
preview. Also, look for the 
first installation of 
"Gridiron Notes." 
Located at Florida Water Sports Just Past 
The Intersection of HWY 50 and 436 on the left. 
153 off with Student l.D. Please Call for Reservations 
'.5380 E. C'l>Jonial~~ ()rland~lorid~ 32807 PH (407) 380-0734 FAX (407) 365-7656 
University Mobil 
We would like to welcome 
back the students of UCF 
with: 
Free medium fountain drinks 
with any purchase 
r-----------------, I 1 QO/ University Mobil I 
: /O off on Repairs.: 
L-----------------~ r-----------------, 
:$19.95 Oil Change : 
I Oil filter, Lube, 9-point safety check I 
~-----------------~ 677-7988 
University Mobil 
4009 N. Goldenrod (M@bil) 
Comer of Universit & Goldenrod 
"I play better on offense any-
way," Hoover said. 
In the past at UCF, Hoover 
has concentrated more on the defen-
sive side, scoring only six goals in 
her last three seasons. 
Coach Richter expects the 
move to the offensive midfield po-
sition to be a big factor for Hoover 
as well as the rest of the team. It may 
be the extra offensive kick that the 
team needs to get to the top and to 
stay there. 
With a strong senior squad 
this season, UCF is once again star-
ing another winning season in the 
face. When Hoover and the rest of 
the seniors finish their careers here 
at UCF, fans can expect to see nan1es 
like Jennifer O' Connor and ~elly 
Stout take over the leadership role. 
But for now, this is Hoover's year, 
and some predict this may be her 
best year yet. 
Pine Harbor Apartments 
wants to 
~d~nve gnve JtJen-t~.1 
with 
r $2'oii Doiia~ -;;;; o";l 'Yo';;°r fi.:St ffi'On'iii';" r";n~ 
I I I , . · . I 
L$~O.E_ ~o.!!.a~ .2f.!. o~ !.o.!!.r _!!i::t~~".!!1!.r!n.!J 
You've seen the rest, now see the best!!! 
4·.:.·1.:::;:,::=::;1·:::1.:·.:::iil·i:::i:.111-::::.·:.=:.i1.·i:1~:l'.l·:'.!·:::1::::1:::::.:-.::::.·.:l.:i:::.::111::_~:1.:::· .:~:1i:1-:_;.,\:i,::1111:::·::_!iil-l!I:;:::;:;:, 
Open 
Mon-Fri. 9:00-6:00 
Sat. 10:00-5:00 
Sun. 1 :00-5:00 
Call now or stop by! 
823-7100 
10600 Bloomfield Dr. 
Orlando, Fl. 32825 
( 00 DISCOUNT EYEVIEAR) 
"Orlando's Only Quality Fashion Eyewear 
Outlet ... At Factory Direct Savings!" 
2165 Aloma Ave. 
(At Publix-Aloma Center W.P.) 
Contact Lenses 
• All Brands, Colors 
• Extended /Daily Wear 
·Disposables - Call For Price 
·Factory Direct Savings 677-7676 
Hours: 
r 
Ill 
~ " < C1l 
Discount Eyewear 
M-F 9-6 
Sat 9-5 
*Limited Time Offer. 
C1l 3 
. 0 
~ 
Alo ma 
Center 
Void w/ any other Discounts '----'---Al_om_a_A_ve_n_ue_-..1.._-t;:I 
lllfltl ltll-
. students, faculty 
and staff' 
JADE . GARDEN is the finest chinese~ 
restaura.nt in Orlando. Take advantage~ 
lfJI of our introductory offer. Bring in this ad~ 
rr and receive a 10% discount on your~ i diner(s) (only). ~ 
~1 Offer good thru ~ 
~ Oct. 31, 1994 "4 
'SC . N > 
6 ~ h:J' 118-45E.Colooio1Dfrte 58-4567 ~. ~ (iL__ -~ 
"Alafaya Commons· ~ S L:==J 1i 
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Women want to better 8-7-1 mark 
LADIES, from page 16 
as the defensive anchorpiece for 
the team. Gringer will retµm as a 
four-year starter at marking-back 
to run down opposing attackers 
with her deceptively fast gallop. 
Varga, playing in her second year 
after transferring in from Ander-
son College, played in the midfield 
last year but shone in defensive 
play in the spring so she will move 
to the back line for this season. 
In the midfield, senior Dana 
Hoover will return as a four-year 
starter as a central midfielder. 
However, this year her role will 
change from the defensive role 
she played last year to a more 
attacking one. 
Spearheading the attack will 
be returning four-year starters 
Kelly Kochevar and Amy Geltz. 
Kochevar lead the team in scoring 
last year with 17 goals, while Geltz 
had 10. Kochevar's head-turning 
acceleration and her uncanny abil-
ity to find her way through tight. 
defenses should keep the Lady 
Knights on the scoreboard 
throughout the season. Geltz, who 
has played a roving outside 
midfield position in the past, will 
bring her fireballing style of play 
to the front line this year. 
D.AIE OPPONENT 
913 Mercer 
915 N.C. State ~- .. 
9110 •f!orida International 
9/13 •Stetson 
9/21 •Florida International 
9/24 #UMASS 
9/25 #UCO:?\'N 
9/29 •florid2 Atlantic 
10/2 Southern l'rlcthodist 
1017 &Tulsa 
10/9 &Arkansas 
10/15 "Campbell 
10/16 "Auburn 
10/20 •Stetson 
10/22 •Florida Atlantic 
10i29 Kentuch-y 
10/30 DUKE 
11/4-5 TA.AC Toumamcm 
•JAAC Di\isional Match 
#UMASS Classic 
&UCF Tournament 
"GSU Tournament 
Along with this cavalcade 
of talent in the senior class, the 
Lady Knights will also return a 
number of invaluable underclass-
men from last year's team. Junior 
Jennifer O'Connor had three goals 
and eight assists last season and 
will return to the forward rotation 
this year, hopefully in the same 
capacity. Junior Kelly Stout net-
ted seven goals from the bench 
last year at forward, but may see 
time starting this year at outside 
midfield. Sophomore Leslie 
Golden should challenge for a 
starting spot on th.e back line. 
Sophomore Amy Jones, who 
broke into the starting lineup last 
season as a surprisingly savvy 
freshman, will move forward from 
her stopper position to a defensive 
central midfielder. 
A few newcomers to the 
team may also make an impact in 
' their first season in uniform for 
UCF. Freshman Sara Kane from 
Lyman should challenge for a spot 
in the forward rotation, sopho-
more transfer Michelle Harris 
from N .C. State is up for a spot on 
the back line, and freshman 
LaKenya Johnson should add 
some offensive punch as an out-
side midfielder. 
S.IIE II.ME 
Home ll:OOam 
Home 12:00pm 
Away 7:00pm 
Away 4:00pm 
Borne 4:00pm 
Away 12:00pm 
UMASS 2:15pm 
Away 4:00pm 
Home l:OOpm 
Home 4:00pm 
Home 2:30pm 
GSU 12:00pm 
GSU 12:00pm 
Home 4:00pm 
Born~ lO:OOam 
NC State 2:00pm 
Away l:OOpm 
TBA TBA 
WOMEN'S 
SOCCER 
1994 SOCCER SCHEDULE 
DATE DAY 
#Scplember ) Sa1urd.<1y 
#Stplember 4 Sunday 
•scp1cmbcr I 0 Sa1ur<lay 
•Stplembcr 12 Monday 
Seplcmher 18 Sunday 
•scplcmbcr 21 WeJoe,;day 
... September 24 Sa1ur<lay 
·scplember 2.5 Sun<lay 
!'September JO Friday 
l'Oclobcr 1 Saturday 
Oc1obcr Friday 
Oclo~ Sunday 
Oc1ohcr t2 Wednesday 
Ociobcr 16 Sunday 
Oclobct 18 Tuesday 
&Oclober 22 Salurday 
Oclobcr 23 Sunday 
••Oc1obcr 29 Salunlay 
••October JO Sunday 
November 2 Wr.<lnesday 
November 4~ Fri, Sa1. Sun. 
November 12 S.IUnlay 
"TAAC Coofcrcnc:e Maleh 
IUCF Soccer Ousic 
·uNC-Owiotte Soc:cu Clas.~ic 
"Coosul CatoW... Soc:cu Clusic 
OPPONENT 
Ge.orgi.a Southern Univcrsi1y 
Un.ivorsity of Norlb C..rolina al Wilmington 
Florida Allan1ic University 
Florida lnlernalional Un.ivcrsily 
Jacksonville University 
Slel.5on Un.ivcrsily 
Alahatt12 A&M Un.iversity 
Un.iversily of North C..rolina a1 Charloue 
West Virginia Uoivcrsi1y 
Coastal C..rolina Un.iversity 
Florida Atlillltic Un.iversily 
Florida lnlcmalional Univusity 
Stel.5oa University 
East Carolina Universily 
Un.iversity of Soulh Florida 
Cbuleston Soulhcrn Un.iversity 
Un.iversity of Soulh Alaboma 
Marshall Un.iversity 
Universily of Dayton 
Rollins Collc~e 
TAAC Coofereoce Ownpioosbip 
NCAA Na1iooal Soc:cu Ownpionships 
.. Florida Allantic University Soc:c:et Classic 
& at S!Uow> Un.iversity 
SITE TIME 
UCF 3:00 p.m. 
UCF J :OO p.m. 
UCF 4:00 p.m. 
UCF 4:00 p.m. 
Away 2:00 p.m. 
Away 4:00 p.m. 
Away l:OOp.m. 
Away J:OOp.m. 
Away S:OO p.m. 
Away 7:00 p.m. 
Away 7:00 p.m. 
Away 4:00 p.m. 
UCF 4:00 p.m. 
UCF 2:00 p.m. 
UCF 4:00 p.m. 
Away l:OOp.m. 
UCF 2:00 p.m. 
Away 5:00 p.m. 
Away 2:00 p.m. 
Away 7:00 p.m. 
Away TBA 
Awoy TBA 
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Soccer program faces tough scheduling this season 
SCHEDULE, from page 16 son, UCF will leave its mark on the way besides being someone's no-
possibilities, the Trans-America ..---!:po_sts_e_as_QJl_ranki _ ·n.-::g:....s_in_so_m_e_o_th_e_r _ta_b_l_e_sp_am_·_ng_part_n_e_r. ___ _ 
Athletic Conference will now hold 
a playoff to determine the confer-
ence champion. The conference has 
been divided into two divisions, the 
North and South. UCF will play in 
the South division with Florida In-
ternational, Florida Atlantic, and 
Stetson. The top two teams from 
each division will make the playoffs 
and face off for the championship in 
early November. 
Last year, UCF had to share 
the TAAC trophy with co-champi-
ons FIU, who the Lady Knights 
defeated in conference play. With 
FIU' s emergence to national promi-
nence, perhaps a new rivalry is bom. 
This year there will be an out-and-
out victor, and Richter couldn't be 
happier about it. 
"We didn't count to anybody 
in the rankings," she said, "but when 
FIU beat us in that second game last 
year, it sent them to the NCAA's. 
They went to the tournament be-
cause they beat us. Obviously, we 
counted somewhere." 
Not only will the schedule 
allow for the Lady Knights to exact 
vengeance on teams for seasons past, 
but perhaps by the end of this sea-
r ~;E 7N;O~;N7' 
I WITH· ANY ANNUAL I 
: PROGRAM WITH THIS : 
COUPON STUDENTS/. 
: FACULTY $19.95 PER : 
MONTH \.. ... ______ J 
~ 'rj Fitness 0 
0 Connect10n ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ VJ 
East Colonial Dr./ State Rd. 50 
• FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE 
• PERSONAL TRAINING 
• COMPUTER FITNESS TESTING 
• CO-ED FACILITY 
• FREE WEIGHTS 
·AEROBICS 
• EXERCISE CYCLES 
• ST AIRCLIMBERS 
• TURBO BIKES 
• SPRINT CIRCUIT TRAINING 
• BODY BUILDING 
• WEIGHT LOSS 
·JUICE BAR 
·NURSERY 
• PRIVATE LOCKERS 
·PRIVATE SHOWERS 
6615 E. COLONIAL DR. ORLANDO, FL. 32807 
658-8000 
Hours 
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-llpm Friday 6am-10pm 
Saturday 9am-8pm Sunday 12pm-5pm 
The BA II PLUS has unique display 
prompts that guide you through 
problems. It offers basic business 
functions like time-value-of-money. 
Plus, it delivers cash flow analysis 
for internal rate of return (IRR) . 
Net present value (NPV). Bond 
c~lculations. Depreciation. 
Advanced statistics . 
Management, marketing, finance or accounting major? You 
know dollars and cents. Get a BA II PLUSTM Calculator from Texas 
Instruments. It's designed for students and professionals and 
recommended by professors. Or try the BA-35, our most affordable 
model for time-value-of-money and one-variable statistics. 
If you're in the financial fast lane, TI Business Calculators 
make the most sense. Try one at your local TI retailer today, or 
for more information, call 1-800-TI-CARES. 
e-mail: li-<'arrs (a' loblly.ti.rom 
EXTENDING YOUR REACH'M 
'1JTEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
In Canada.rail l·!'OO·ti61·:!fl(li Ol!~l~ Tl. lllOOOJSI 
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Predators maul Marauders in semi-finals • 
by PAT KARSNICK 
Staff writer 
The city of Orlando has yet to 
win a sports championship, but 
times may be changing. 
The Orlando Predators 
stampeeded into the jungle with a 
thunderous bark and a bite that 
was even worse. 
The jungle was packed Fri-
day night with a.crowd of 14,047 
at the Orlando Arena. The home 
team didn 'tdisappointas they went 
on to defeattheMassachusetts Ma-
rauders 51-42. But while the score 
was close, the game wasn't at 
times. 
The victory will send the Or-
lando Predators into the 8th annual 
Arena Bowl, on Friday, Sept. 2, 
where they will face the Arizona 
Rattlers. The Predators defeated them 
both at home, 46-21, and on the road, 
38-28, at the America West Arena 
earlier in the season. 
This will be the Predators sec-
ond trip to the Arena Bowl. Their 
first appearance was in 1992 when 
they faced the Detroit Drive (now 
the Massachusetts Marauders). The 
Predators, who played host to the 
Drive, lost 56-38. 
The coach of the Orlando 
Predators, Perry Moss, who is the 
Arena Football League's all-time 
winningest coach with 57 victories, 
fuels extremd y c01Lfidentaboul11txl 
week's opponent. 
~'Usually the team that wins 
the semi-finals in our division goes 
on to win the whole thing. We have 
one more step to win the Arena 
Bowl, and we will be ready to play 
the Arizona Rattlers. They are a 
great football team. We beat them 
earlier in the season, but it was a 
close game." 
The final score Friday indicated 
that the game was closer than it actu-
ally was. ThePredatorscameoutwith 
all guns blazing and didn't put them 
back in their holsters until the game 
was over. 
In the first quarter, the Preda-
tors controlled the game by capitaliz-
ing on the sloppy play of the Maraud-
ers. Orlando's first possession con-
cluded with Ben Bennett hurling a 29-
yard touchdown pass, under heavy 
pressure, to wide receiver Barry 
Wagner. This set the tone in the first 
quarter for the Predators, who led by a 
score of 27-7 going into the second 
quarter. 
The Predators then cooled off 
and allowed the Marauders to chip 
their way back into the game. 
'We made some mistakes on 
defense in the third qu~er, and then 
our offense had trouble getting a first 
down in the third quarter, which let 
them creep back into ·the game," said 
Moss. 
Orlandoregroupedin the fourth 
to take back control for good. On a 
drive by the Marauders with 9:25 left 
the Predators tightened up on defense 
and forced the Marauders to try for a 
42-yardfield goal attempt which sailed 
wide right. 
The Pr:edators came right ~ack 
under the direction of Ben Bennett to 
put the game away, which was capped 
with a one- yard touch down run by 
Wagner. 
·Ben Bennett , who returned to 
play last week after missing the final 
three regular season games because of 
a bruised right knee, completed 22 of 
30 attempted passes with no intercep-
tions. He was named thegame' s MVP, 
and deservingly so. He is also the top 
ranked quarterback in the AFL 
Seven Seniors highlight ladies Soccer Team 
by ANDREW VARNON 
Assistant sports editor 
The high hopes of the UCF 
women's soccer team are riding 
on a talented squad featuring seven 
seniors. One might be so bold as 
to call them the magnificent seven, 
and on the shoulders of these 
seven, the Lady Knights are stand- · 
ing tall and seeing 
far. As far as the 
NCAA tournament 
perhaps. 
Leading this 
contingent of veter-
ans by seniority is 
fifth-year senior 
goalkeeper Heather 
Brann, who was 
::::::::::· ':::.''''':'':"'''''''''':::'''''''':'' rn:::::::::::::::rn::::::::;:;-:;:.;,,:t redshirted her fresh-
all-time leader in career saves as 
well as holding down the single-
game save record. 
Playing in front of Brann on 
the back line will be seniors Liz 
Shaw Stephanie Gringer and Darcie 
Varga. Sha_w has started as the 
sweeper on defense for the past two 
years and looks to be as steady on 
the tiller as ever for her third season 
See LADIES, page 15 
throughout the course of the sea-
son. As for the MVP' s question-
able health, it 's no, lorrger a ques-
tion; · 
· "My knee is still extremely 
sore, but I only have one more 
week to hold this thing together, I 
can get a new knee later if I need 
one," said Bennett. 
Every Predator fan hopes 
wide receiver, Herkie Walls was a 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
true prophet when he said, "In '94 
• we' ll win the war." This is the year 
with the war being on tnendly 
grounds and the Predators display-
ing an arsenal of phenomonal ath- ,_. 
letes that nearly brought them an 
unblemished season. 
If Bennett can hold both his • 
knee and the team together for just 
one more week he will give the city 
of Orlando something it has never 
had before- a championship team. • 
Men's soccer aims for TAAC title 
• 
D UCF men's 
soccer team finally 
has the firepower 
to bring home the 
TAAC "gold" in '94. 
by ANDREW VARNON 
Assistant sports editor 
NateOmodt,juniorcaptain 
of the men's soccer team, is ap-
prehensive about setting his sights 
too high for the Knights this sea-
'Tm scared about being too 
optimistic, because I was real op-
timistic last ye.ar, too." 
The Knights finished up a 
tough 1993 season with a 
dissapointing 4-10-1 record, los-
ing seven games by only one 
goal.and losing an eighth in over-
time after being tied in regula-
tion. Even so, they were only two 
wins from the TAAC champion-
ship. 
Eerie as it may seem, this 
team bears a lot Of similarities to 
last year's team. Again, the expe-
rienced returners will be called 
upon to shore up the defence. 
Again, the team will be young. 
This year's roster includes fif-
concedes this. 
"This year, I think we' ll 
have strength in numbers," he 
says. "We'll be young, but hope-
fully we'll be a 'better' young." 
The fitness level is one of 
the improvements that Winch sees 
over last year. 
"Last year, we had about 
seven players in Division IA form . 
This year, the number is more like 
16." 
With greater depth , Winch 
hopes to be able to pick up the 
level of play and win more of 
those close games. 
On the defensive side, the 
one glaring hole that needed to be 
filled was the slot of goalkeeper. 
Redshirt freshman M*e Drew is 
at the top of the depth chart at that 
position , although he may see 
some competition from freshman 
Cliff Dixon. Because of this lack 
of experience in net, Winch hopes 
to build a wall on defence to keep 
the pressure from mounting too 
much. 
To that end, after moving 
Omodt all around the field in 
spring and the preseason, Winch 
now is looking at Omodt for the 
starting sweeper spot. Juniors 
Kamal DeGregory and Jeff 
• 
• 
• 
f) 
., 
man year at UCF. 
That year, Karen 
Richter, who is now 
coach of the Lady 
Knights, was start-
ing goalkeeper for 
UCF and on her way 
to NCAA goal-
keeper of the year 
honors. But far from 
being caught in 
Richter's shadow, 
Brann has already 
established herself 
in the UCF 
recordbooks as the Andrew Marin(9) dribbles past :Odefend:~ teen freshmen. Coach Bob Winch See MEN, page 14 
